NOTICE

Sub.: AMENDMENT of Cancellation of e-Tender notice dtd.02.09.19 regarding.

Tender Ref.

1. NITS/PS-621/EE/Laboratory Equipment/(et)/19(R), dtd.10.06.19 (Sl. No.5 as per notice dtd. 02.09.19)
2. Please read the tender no. as NITS/PS-682/EE/EEG Device/(et)/19(R), dtd.10.06.19

The e-tender as mentioned above in reference Sl. No.2 is stands CANCELLED due to some technical reason. Sl. No. 1 in above reference (Sl. No.5 as per notice dtd. 02.09.19) is NOT-CANCELLED.

Copy to. HOD, concerned department for information.